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asia
major
by sue hostetler

As Art Basel unveils its first Hong Kong
show this spring, the LA art world is
Pacific brimming with excitement.

Almost two years after Art Basel owners MCH Group bought a majority stake in
Asian Art Fairs Ltd., which produced the Art HK contemporary art fair, the rechristened Art Basel in Hong Kong opens to much international fanfare on May 23.
Boasting work presented by 245 of the world’s leading galleries, an
improved floor plan, and architectural design (at the waterfront Hong
Kong Convention and Exhibition Centre), the show promises to provide
Western audiences with the context to uniquely explore the diverse histories, ideas, and aesthetics of Asia’s visual arts, a segment of the art market
that has skyrocketed in recent years. Art Basel’s expansion into Asia also
gives the storied fair, which began more than 40 years ago, an unparalleled three-continent, year-round engagement with the art world
cognoscenti (its other shows being in Switzerland and Miami Beach). “I’m
sure the opportunity to proliferate in all cities anywhere has been presented to the Basel team,” says Shamim M. Momin, curator and director of
the LA-based art organization LAND (Los Angeles Nomadic Division).
“They have clearly chosen their evolution into Asia quite carefully and
specifically.”
Magnus Renfrew, who as the original fair director and now director of
Art Basel Asia, has overseen the transformation and is confident that both
attendees and participants will be blown away. “With an emphasis on the
highest quality work and presentation,” Renfrew says, “the fair will showcase artworks by more than 3,000 artists—ranging from young stars to the
Modern masters of the early 20th and 21st centuries, hailing from both
Asia and the West.” Renfrew has always been a firm believer that Hong
Kong is the natural home for a major international art fair. “We are geographically positioned at the heart of Asia and we are the region’s financial

center,” he notes. “There is no tax on the import or export of art, and Hong
Kong has both an increasingly expanding cultural sector and a culturally
interested population.” And with the rapid proliferation of art fairs creating a climate in which dealers are forced to carefully select where to devote

The Hong Kong
Convention and
Exhibition Centre will
host the city’s
first-ever Art Basel
contemporary art fair.
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STARS IN THE EAST
LAND DIRECTOR AND GAL-ABOUT-LA SHAMIM MOMIN REVEALS
HER HONG KONG HIT LIST.
BY SUE HOSTETLER

“THE ART BASEL SHOWS ARE VERY SELECTIVE in their inclusion and that tends to
generate a much more thoughtful sensibility within the gallery list,” says Shamim M.
Momin, director, cofounder, and curator of the cool, cutting-edge nonprofit Los Angeles
Nomadic Division (LAND). Momin doesn’t just attend the various Basel fairs, she
specializes in staging infamous independent exhibitions during the shows, like “The
Station” in 2008 and “The Island” in 2010. Below, she describes the strong bonds
between Hong Kong and LA suggesting what Angelenos should see and experience this
month in Hong Kong.

“We want to be part of
the cultural surge in
this dynamic city and
the show provides the
perfect global platform
for that.”
—Magnus Renfrew
their resources, it’s telling that many of the most
prestigious are putting effort into building their
Asian audience at the Hong Kong show.
The Basel shows are perhaps most renowned
for the respective selection committee’s
unflinching curatorial rigor in choosing those
participating galleries as well as the curation of
the fair’s four sectors. “Each year will be an
opportunity for galleries to participate, with
every applicant undergoing the identical review
process and given the same consideration,”
explains Renfrew. “New committee members
are appointed by Art Basel’s director. They generally serve for five to 10 years.” More than 170
modern and contemporary exhibitors will bow
in the main section of the show this year, including participants like LA’s 1301PE and Blum &
Poe galleries. Many eyes will be on the Insights
sector, which is highlighting projects specifically
devised for the fair from 47 galleries from Asia
and the Asia-Pacific regions. The Discoveries
segment will likely be the most experimental,
presenting solo and two-person exhibitions by
emerging artists exclusively and, in an exciting
twist, will feature a $25,000 prize, while the
Encounters sector will be presenting large-scale
sculpture and installations organized by celebrated Japanese curator Yuko Hasegawa and
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Untitled (police the police) by Rirkrit Tiravanija, 2011. Exhibited
by 1301PE, 6150 Wilshire Blvd., LA, 323-938-5822; 1301pe.com

will be spread throughout the convention center’s two exhibition halls. But Renfrew reminds
attendees not to forget about all of the outstanding ancillary activities. “In addition to the
quality of art brought by our galleries, Art Basel
is known worldwide for the parallel programming surrounding our shows,” he says. “That
includes Conversations and Salon discussion
panels and ambitious collaborations with powerhouse local partners, including museums and
local institutions.” The Conversations talks give
the audience an insider’s viewpoint as members
of the art world discuss all aspects of art production, curating, and display, while Salon is a more
informal short-presentation format that includes
talks, panels, and performances.
Special exhibitions and events at local Hong
Kong galleries will be of immense interest. The
local gallery scene has been invigorated over the
last few years by the arrival of major

international blue-chip players like Gagosian
Gallery and White Cube, which have joined
local stalwarts like Hanart TZ Gallery, which
has been around since the 1980s and is well
known for championing emerging Chinese artists. The multitude of special exhibitions and
events at Hong Kong cultural institutions and
not-for-profits is dizzying, including a parallel
talks program by Asia Art Archive. The government is getting in on the art act too by celebrating
the opening of its new Artspace @ Oil Street,
which is housed in a 1908-built heritage building
that is the former clubhouse of the Royal Hong
Kong Yacht Club, but has been remade into a
project space for working artists and curators
and is open to the public. Asia Art Archive,
widely regarded as the most important collection of source material for the recent history of
art in Asia, has grown from a single bookshelf in
2000 to more than 35,000 records, comprised of
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thousands of physical and digital items. This
unique institution, which has worked diligently
to record and save works about art—both publicly and privately held across Asia—and make
then accessible to the general public, will also be
hosting special presentations during Art Basel in
Hong Kong, including a series of panel discussions and a keynote lecture.
Not surprisingly, the Hong Kong show has
proven attractive to corporate sponsors looking
for a foothold in Asia. Deutsche Bank has signed
on as lead partner, joining existing associate
sponsors Davidoff, Audemars Piguet, and
Absolut Art Bureau, among others, which all
support the shows in Switzerland and Miami
Beach. Many comparisons have actually been
made between today’s Hong Kong art market
and that which existed 10 years ago in Miami
Beach. “The market is in a relatively early stage
of development here, much like the atmosphere
in Miami when we opened there,” says Renfrew.
“We want to be part of the cultural surge in this
dynamic city and the show provides the perfect
global platform for that.” Adds Momin, “With
everything going on in the art world, it is important for collectors, curators, and dealers to be
able to trust the kind of professionalism that
Basel always brings, but which isn’t always verified with other fairs.” LAC

The LA/Asia connection: “One of the things that interests me about Asia,” says Momin,
“is the relationship to ‘new’ markets in the global scheme of things… something I’ve
thought a lot about in terms of Los Angeles. Coming from New York and a more
Eurocentric spectrum, it has been fascinating to participate in a city (like LA) taking
shape and changing the art world. There is something intriguing in terms of directionality
going on in Hong Kong right now as well. As a child of immigrant parents—one
European, one Asian—I’m
guilty of having always
LAND’s
thought in a kind of “going
director,
cofounder,
East” rotation in the world,
and curator
which of course privileges
Shamim
Momin.
Europe first in the trajectory.
In LA, there is a historical
difference in the relationship
to the East—“going West”—
meaning Asia, Australia, and
the Pacific Islands—that is far
more embedded. It makes
perfect sense to me to
imagine a solid line from this
city to those many in Asia
ascending to a place of global
prominence within the art
world.”
At the show: Momin
understands the excitement
generated by the launch of Art Basel in Hong Kong due to her experiences at previous
Art Basel shows in both Miami and Switzerland. “[They] allow for outside curators to feel
comfortable participating in talks [and] onsite sections like Artpublic or other invited
elements.” Knowing the overall inclusive feeling at both Art Basel and Art Basel Miami
Beach, Angelenos attending the initial Hong Kong show will have a unique opportunity
to see and purchase work created by Chinese artists, specifically those not represented
by dealers outside the region, which is the basis of Art Basel in Hong Kong’s noteworthy
Insights sector.
Around town: Local institutions not to miss include the multitude of international
galleries that have sprung up in recent years as well as the new Asia Society Hong Kong
Center, located in a (huge) former British Army explosives compound, and the ambitious
Para Site, a (tiny) hip nonprofit organization dedicated to exhibiting international art. Of
truly epic proportions is “Mobile M+: Inflation!,” the largest contemporary art exhibition
to date in Hong Kong, at the West Kowloon Cultural District site, featuring inflatable
sculptures by artists from South Korea, the US, and China (South Korea’s Choi Jeong
Hwa and LA resident Paul McCarthy, for example), presented by Hong Kong’s future M+
museum. “The Asian market is growing and evolving,” Momin adds, “and the new Basel
show is the perfect platform in which to discover contemporary art in this region.”
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